
Canto

8 StyleS: Roman, Pen, BRush, and BRush oPen,  
with Bold, Pen Bold, BRush Bold, and BRush oPen Bold

availaBle fRom font BuReau and its distRiButoRs

Inspired by Father E. M. Catich’s insightful thesis on the origins of the Roman inscriptional style, such as 
that found on Trajan’s column, Richard Lipton’s Canto traces a path from an expressive, preparatory Brush 
(with Brush Open to preserve gestural details at smaller sizes), through informal Pen, to the formal Roman. 
Classical capitals are accompanied by Lipton’s own calligraphic lowercase, small caps, and swashes; fb 2011

Symphonic
BRush

Die schöne Müllerin
BRush oPen Bold

Kunstlieder für Klavier und Tenor
Roman

CANTO
BRush Bold

Electrifying rhythms & 428 majestic refrains
Bold

Preludes aNd Fugues  
Roman

Recitative
Pen

16 SongS of the Auvergne
BRush oPen

Folk melodies outfitted with melismatic flourish
Roman

Orchestrated
Pen Bold

Several Variations on an Theme
BRush oPen Bold
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Small CapS — Replaces lowercase with small caps.

H–n (H/p) “H&J” ¿Qué? 
H–n (H/p) “H&J” ¿Qué? 
all Small CapS — Replaces uppercase and lowercase with small caps; also 

replaces parentheses, brackets, braces, dashes, slashes, centered period, and  

& ¡ ! ¿ ? with SC variants.

H–n (H/p) “H&J” ¿Qué? 
H–n (H/p) “H&J” ¿Qué? 
CaSe punCtuation — When All-CApS styling is applied, parentheses, brackets, 

braces, dashes, guillemets, and centered period are replaced with shifted forms.

H-n (Hp) «tu» [O·O] 
H-n (Hp) «tu» [O·O] 
Standard ligatureS — Deploys the following ligatures: fi, fl, ff, ffi, ffl, fj, ft.

fine inflict office fjord soft 
fine inflict office fjord soft
diSCretionary ligatureS — Deploys the quaint ct & st and tt ligatures.

attractive letter construct 
attractive letter construct
oldStyle figureS — Replaces default lining figures with oldstyle figures; also 

replaces currency symbols and math symbols.

$2.60 = €1.81 = ¥199 = £1.58 
$2.60 = €1.81 = ¥199 = £1.58

fraCtionS — Replaces 1/2, 1/4, and 3/4 with proper fractions.

16 1/2 + 9 1/4 = 25 3/4  
16 1/2 + 9 1/4 = 25 3/4
ordinal — provides contextual substitution of masculine and feminine ordinals 

following a numeral.

prima 1a 1a Segundo 2o 2o 
prima 1a 1a Segundo 2o 2o
SwaSh — Deploys a default set of alternate swash capitals. Note: multiple variants 

are available in some cases; check character set showing for complete range.

Red Dog Ate nine Stones 
Red Dog Ate Nine Stones
Contextual alternateS — Automatically replaces default swash K and R with 

alternates when the leg would collide with a following descender.

Kyoto Kigali Ryder Rogue 
Kyoto Kigali Ryder Rogue
StyliStiC Set 1 (Conventional y) — Replaces the default Greek-style Y with 

a more conventional form.

ROYALtY Yevgeny Ysaÿe 
ROYALtY Yevgeny Ysaÿe
StyliStiC Set 2 (th ligatureS) — Deploys the Th and swash Th ligatures.

thirteen thrifty Thoughts  
Thirteen Thrifty Thoughts 

an oveRview of oPentyPe layout featuRes

OpenType layout features provide the user with integrated access to certain typographic refinements — like 
small caps, alternate figure styles, or stylistic variants — without changing fonts or disrupting the underlying 
text encoding. Note, however, that some features may not be accessible or supported in all applications. Please 
consult your software’s user guide for details.

The Canto OpenType fonts include the following features:
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